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LARGE ALGEBRAS OF SINGULAR FUNCTIONS VANISHING ON
PRESCRIBED SETS
LUIS BERNAL-GONZA´LEZ AND MARI´A DEL CARMEN CALDERO´N-MORENO
Abstract. In this paper, the non-vacuousness of the family of all nowhere analytic
infinitely differentiable functions on the real line vanishing on a prescribed set Z is
characterized in terms of Z. In this case, large algebraic structures are found inside
such family. The results obtained complete or extend a number of previous ones by
several authors.
1. Introduction
This paper intends to be a contribution to the study of the linear structure of the
family of singular functions on the real line R. A singular function is an infinitely differen-
tiable function that is nowhere analytic. The search for linear –or, in general, algebraic–
structures within nonlinear sets has become a trend in the last two decades; see, e.g., the
survey [14] or the forthcoming book [1]. Here we focus on those singular functions taking
the value 0 on a prescribed subset of R.
Let us now fix some notation, part of it being standard. The symbol N (Q, resp.) will
stand for the set of positive integers (the set of rational numbers, resp.), and N0 := N∪{0}.
We also set ℵ0 = card(N) and c = card(R). We will write A0 and ∂A to mean,
respectively, the interior and the boundary of a given subset A ⊂ R. For every function
f : R→ R, its zero-set is denoted by Zf , that is, Zf := {x ∈ R : f(x) = 0} = f−1({0}).
Note that Zf is a closed subset of R as soon as f is continuous.
By C, C∞ and S we denote, respectively, the class of continuous functions R→ R, the
class of infinitely differentiable (or “smooth”) functions R→ R and the subclass formed
by those smooth functions f which are analytic at no point of R. The members of S
are called singular or nowhere analytic functions. In turn, an important subclass of S is
the set PS of Pringsheim-singular functions, that is, the collection of all C∞-functions
f : R→ R for which each point x0 ∈ R is a Pringsheim singularity, which in turn means
that the radius of convergence R(f, x0) of the Taylor series associated to f at the point
x0 equals 0. A classical explicit example of a singular function is the following one due
to Lerch [24]:
f(x) =
∞∑
n=1
cos(anx)
n!
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(where a ≥ 3 is an odd positive integer), while an explicit example of a Pringsheim-
singular function (see [10]) is
g(x) =
∞∑
n=1
b1−nn sin(bnx),
where bn := 2(2 + cn + (cn−1 +
∑n−1
j=1 b
n+1−j
j )), cn := (n + 1)!(n + 1)
n+1 and the term
inside the inner parentheses in the expression of bn is defined as 0 if n = 1. Of course,
g is also in S.
Now, for every set Z ⊂ R, we denote by CZ (C∞Z , SZ , PSZ , resp.) the subset of all
functions f ∈ C (f ∈ C∞, f ∈ S, f ∈ PS, resp.) for which Zf ⊂ Z.
We endow the vector space C (C∞, resp.) with the topology of uniform convergence
(of uniform convergence of functions and derivatives, resp.) on any compact subset of
R. This topology makes C (C∞, resp.) an F-space, that is, a completely metrizable
topological vector space. The space C (C∞, resp.) is, in addition, an algebra, from which
each subset CZ (C∞Z , resp.) is a closed subalgebra.
Section 2 is devoted to recall some lineability notions and briefly review the main
known results about the algebraic structure of special subfamilies of C∞, including the
set of singular functions. In Section 3 we provide concrete examples of such functions,
with special emphasis on those ones vanishing on a prescribed subset of R. Section 4 is
the main one and contains our new statements on the linear structure of these families.
For the sake of simplicity, we have formulated our findings for functions defined on the
whole real line. Nevertheless, with obvious modifications, they can be stated for functions
defined on a fixed interval of R. Analogously, we will make use of (or will recall) a number
of results that have originally been proved in an interval (mainly the unit interval [0, 1]),
but which can be shown to hold in R.
2. Lineability notions and known results
The emergent theory of lineability has provided a number of concepts in order to
quantify the existence of linear or algebraic structures inside a –not necessarily linear–
set. Specifically, in [2,3,6,11,22] the notions given in the next definition were coined; see
also [1, 14].
Definition 2.1. Let A be a subset of a vector space X , and α be a cardinal number.
Then A is said to be:
• lineable if there is an infinite dimensional vector space M such that M \{0} ⊂ A,
• α-lineable if there exists a vector space M with dim(M) = α and M \ {0} ⊂ A,
and
• maximal lineable in X if A is dim (X)-lineable.
If, in addition, X is a topological vector space, then A is said to be:
• dense-lineable in X whenever there is a dense vector subspace M of X satisfying
M \ {0} ⊂ A, and
• maximal dense-lineable in X whenever there is a dense vector subspace M of X
satisfying M \ {0} ⊂ A and dim (M) = dim (X).
Now, assume that X is a topological vector space contained in some (linear) algebra.
Then A is called:
• algebrable if there is an algebra M so that M \ {0} ⊂ A and M is infinitely
generated, that is, the cardinality of any system of generators of M is infinite.
• densely algebrable in X if, in addition, M can be taken dense in X .
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• α-algebrable if there is an α-generated algebra M with M \ {0} ⊂ A.
• densely α-algebrable if, in addition, M can be taken dense in X .
• strongly α-algebrable if there exists an α-generated free algebra M with M \{0} ⊂
A (for α = ℵ0, we simply say strongly algebrable), and
• densely strongly α-algebrable if, in addition, the free algebra M can be taken
dense in X .
Note that if X is contained in a commutative algebra then a set B ⊂ X is a generating
set of some free algebra contained in A if and only if for any N ∈ N, any nonzero
polynomial P in N variables without constant term and any distinct f1, . . . , fN ∈ B,
we have P (f1, . . . , fN) 6= 0 and P (f1, . . . , fN) ∈ A. Observe that strong α-algebrability
=⇒ α-algebrability =⇒ α-lineability. But none of these implications can be reversed;
see [14, p. 74].
In 1954, Morgenstern [25] proved that, in a topological sense, S is a huge part of C∞.
To be more precise, he showed that S is a residual subset of the F-space C∞ (see also
[9,19,26]). One year later, Salzmann and Zeller [29] established that, in fact, the smaller
subset PS is residual in the same F-space. Despite S is clearly not a linear space,
Cater [16] showed in 1984 that it is c-lineable (that is, maximal lineable in C∞). Finally,
improvements in the lineability of these sets were established in 2008 by Bernal [10] (see
also [13]) and in 2014 by Bartoszewicz et al. [5], as stated respectively in parts (a)–(b)
and (c) of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. (a) The set PS is dense-lineable in C∞.
(b) The set S is maximal dense-lineable in C∞.
(c) The set S is densely strongly c-algebrable in C.
Concerning zeros of smooth functions and lineability, the next theorem gathers two
remarkable, recent results that can be found, respectively, in the papers [17] and [18] by
Conejero et al. (for large –topological or linear– size of families formed by just continuous
functions, with many zeros, see for instance [20] and [21]).
Theorem 2.3. (a) The subset of functions in S having infinitely many zeros is c-
algebrable.
(b) The subset of functions in C∞ having an uncountable set of zeros is strongly
c-algebrable.
We will need the algebrability criterion given by the next lemma, whose content was
given by Balzerzak et al. in [4, Proposition 7] (see also [5, Theorem 1.5]) for a family F of
functions [0, 1]→ R and a = 0, and then slightly generalized in [12] (for a = 0 as well).
Lemma 2.4. Let Ω be a nonempty set, F be a collection of functions Ω→ R and a ∈ R.
Assume that there exists a function f : Ω → R such that f(Ω) has some accumulation
point in R and ϕ◦f ∈ F for every ϕ belonging to the algebra generated by the functions
Er(x) := e
rx + a (r ∈ R \ {0}). Then F is strongly c-algebrable. More precisely, if
H ⊂ (0,+∞) is a set with card(H) = c and linearly independent over the field Q, then
{Er ◦ f : r ∈ H}
is a free system of generators of an algebra contained in F ∪ {0}.
Proof. The proof follows the lines of the corresponding proofs in [4, Proposition 7] and
[12], but we provide it for the convenience of the reader. Each element of the algebra A
generated by the Er’s has the shape Q = P (Er1 , . . . , Erp) for some p ∈ N, some different
r1, . . . , rp ∈ H and some real polynomial P in p variables without constant term and
P 6≡ 0. Then Q(x) is a finite sum of terms of the form A(er1x + a)m1 · · · (erpx + a)mp ,
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where A 6= 0 and m1, . . . ,mp ∈ N0 but m1+ · · ·+mp > 0. Each of these terms possesses,
in turn, the shape
Ae(m1r1+···+mprp)x + S(x),
where S is a finite linear combination of functions of the form ebx such that b < m1r1+
· · ·+mprp. The Q-independence of the ri’s implies that all combinations m = m1r1 +
· · ·+mprp appearing in the expansion of Q are mutually different, so that no cancellation
is possible when summing up all terms Aemx. By considering the maximum of these m’s,
we obtain |Q(x)| → +∞ as x→ +∞, hence Q 6≡ 0. This shows that A is a free algebra,
and F is strongly c-algebrable.
Now, let B be the algebra generated by the functions Er ◦ f (r ∈ H). Each member
of B has the form
T = P (Er1 ◦ f, . . . , Erp ◦ f),
with P a nonzero polynomial and the Eri ’s as above. Therefore T = Q ◦ f , with Q as
above. If T ≡ 0, then Q(x) = 0 for all x ∈ f(Ω). Since this set has some accumulation
point in R and Q is analytic in R, the Identity Principle tells us that Q ≡ 0. But this
implies P ≡ 0, so showing the freedom of the system {Er ◦ f : r ∈ H}. 
3. Set of zeros of special smooth functions
To start with, in this section we are going to establish a number of propositions
telling us under what conditions a smooth function exists having a prescribed set of zeros.
The first of them is well known, but it has been incorporated for the sake of convenience.
Recall that, inside C∞, “singular function” and “entire function” are diametrally opposite
concepts: a function f : R→ R is entire if there is x0 ∈ R such that
∑
∞
n=0
f(n)(x0)
n! (x−
x0)
n = f(x) on all of R (equivalently, if for all x0 ∈ R the same equality holds in R).
Proposition 3.1. Let Z be a subset of R. The following properties are equivalent:
(a) Either Z = R or Z has no accumulation point in R.
(b) There exists an entire function f : R→ R such that Zf = Z.
Proof. Since an entire function f is in particular analytic in R, the Identity Principle tells
us that either f ≡ 0 or Zf has no accumulation point in R; this shows that (b) implies
(a). As for the reverse implication, assume that Z ⊂ R is as in (a). If Z = R (Z = ∅,
Z = {a1, . . . , aN} is finite, resp.) then simply take f ≡ 0 (f ≡ 1, f(x) =
∏N
j=1(x − aj),
resp.). Otherwise, Z is a countable infinite set, say {a1, . . . , an, . . . }, with |an| → +∞.
Passing to the complex plane C, the Weierstrass factorization theorem (see for instance
[27]) guarantees the existence of an entire function g : C→ C with Zg = Z, namely
f(z) =
∞∏
n=1
(
1−
z
an
)
exp
 n∑
j=1
1
j
( z
an
)j ,
with the nth-factor replaced by z if an = 0. Finally, choose f := g|R. 
The next family of functions will be useful later. For reals a, b with a < b, we define
Φa,b : R→ R, Φ−∞,b and Φa,+∞ by
Φa,b(x) =
{
e
−
1
(x−a)2
−
1
(x−b)2 if x ∈ (a, b)
0 otherwise,
(1)
Φ−∞,b(x) =
{
e
−
1
(x−b)2 if x < b
0 otherwise
and Φa,+∞(x) =
{
e
−
1
(x−a)2 if x > a
0 otherwise.
(2)
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Remark 3.2. The following facts are well known (or easy to check):
• Each Φa,b (Φ−∞,b, Φa,+∞) is in C∞ and is analytic in R except at a and b
(except at b, except at a, resp.).
• Φ
(k)
a,b(a) = 0 = Φ
(k)
a,b(b) = Φ
(k)
−∞,b(b) = Φ
(k)
a,+∞(a) for every k ∈ N0.
• For all x ∈ (a, b) (all x ∈ (−∞, b), all x ∈ (a,∞), resp.), we have, respectively
Φ
(k)
a,b(x) = Pk(x− a, x− b)(x− a)
−3k(x− b)−3ke−(x−a)
−2
−(x−b)−2 ,
Φ
(k)
−∞,b(x) = Pk(x− b)(x− b)
−3ke−(x−b)
−2
,
Φ
(k)
a,+∞(x) = Pk(x− a)(x − a)
−3ke−(x−a)
−2
,
where Pk(·, ·) (Pk(·), resp.) is a symmetric polynomial in two variables (is a
polynomial in one variable, resp.) depending only on k.
Proposition 3.3. Let Z be a subset of R. The following properties are equivalent:
(a) Z is closed.
(b) There exists a function f ∈ C∞ such that Zf = Z.
Proof. Trivially, (b) implies (a), because Zf = f−1({0}) and every smooth function is
continuous. In order to prove that (a) implies (b), fix a nonempty proper closed subset
Z ⊂ R (the case Z ∈ {∅,R} is trivial). Then R \ Z is a nonempty proper open subset
of R, so that there is M ⊂ N (with M = {1, . . . , N} or M = N) such that R \ Z can
be written as a countable disjoint union
R \ Z =
⋃
n∈M
(an, bn),
where −∞ ≤ an < bn ≤ +∞ (of course, at most one an is −∞ and at most one bn is
+∞). Define the function R→ R by
f =
∑
n∈M
Φan,bn ,
with the Φan,bn ’s given by (1) and (2). The following is evident: f is well defined,
Zf = Z, f has finite derivatives of all orders at each x ∈ (R \ Z) ∪ Z0 and f (k)(x) = 0
for all x ∈ Z0 and all k ∈ N.
It remains only to prove that f is infinitely derivable at each c ∈ ∂Z. In turn, it is
enough to show that f
(k)
+ (c) = 0 = f
(k)
−
(c) (k ∈ N) for such a point c. Let us show that
f
(k)
+ (c) = 0 for all k, the proof of f
(k)
−
(c) = 0 being analogous. Consider first k = 1.
Three cases are possible: either c = am for some m, or [c, c + δ) ⊂ Z for some δ > 0,
or for any δ > 0 the intersection Z ∩ (c, c+ δ) is nonempty and infinitely many (an, bn)
are contained in (c, c+ δ). In the first case, f ′+(c) = 0 by Remark 3.2, while the equality
is plain in the second case. In the third case, fix ε > 0. Since limt→0 t
−1e−1/t
2
= 0, we
can choose δ > 0 so that t−1e−1/t
2
< ε if 0 < t < δ. Given x ∈ (c, c+ δ), one has that
either x ∈ Z or there is a unique m = m(x) ∈ N such that c < am < x < bm. Then the
quotient f(x)−f(c)x−c is either 0 or
(x− c)−1Φam,bm(x) =
x− am
x− c
(x− am)
−1e
−
1
(x−am)2 e
−
1
(x−bm)2 ,
and this expression is (positive and) less than (x−am)−1e
−
1
(x−am)2 . Since 0 < x−am < δ,
the mentioned expression is < ε. We conclude that f ′+(c) = limx→c+
f(x)−f(c)
x−c = 0.
Finally, an induction procedure (on the order k) using the formulas for derivatives given
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in Remark 3.2 together with the property limt→0 t
−Ne−1/t
2
= 0 (N ∈ N) completes the
proof. 
Remark 3.4. Note that the function constructed in the last proof satisfies, in addition,
that f is analytic on (R \ Z) ∪ Z0 and f (n)|Z = 0 for all k ∈ N0.
Proposition 3.5. Let Z be a subset of R. The following properties are equivalent:
(a) Z is closed and Z0 = ∅.
(b) There exists a function f ∈ S such that Zf = Z.
Proof. Again, if (b) holds then Z is the pre-image of {0} under a continuous function,
and hence it must be closed. If Z0 6= ∅ then there would be an interval (x0 − δ, x0 + δ)
on which f = 0, so yielding the analyticity of f at x0, which contradicts the hypothesis.
Then (a) is derived from (b).
As for the reverse implication, assume that Z is closed and Z0 = ∅. If Z = ∅,
we fix any bounded ψ ∈ S, for instance the Lerch function
∑
∞
n=1
cos(3nx)
n! (see Section
1; another example can be found in [23]). Then the function ϕ(x) := ψ(x) + α, where
α := 1 + supx∈R |ψ(x)|, belongs to S and Zϕ = ∅.
Assume now that Z 6= ∅. According to the last proposition and Remark 3.4, there
is g ∈ C∞ such that Zg = Z and g is analytic at each point of R \ Z. Therefore the
function f := ϕ · g is also in C∞ and satisfies Zf = Z. Our only task is to show that f
is nowhere analytic. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that f is analytic at some point.
Since the set of points of analyticity is always open, and because of Z0 = ∅, we get that
there is an interval J ⊂ R \ Z where f is analytic. Now, as g(x) 6= 0 for all x ∈ J ,
the reciprocal 1/g is also analytic on J , hence the product f · 1g is too. But f ·
1
g = ϕ,
which is absurd. The proof is complete. 
Remark 3.6. Observe that, according to the last proposition, one can get smooth
nowhere analytic functions having zeros in sets that are as large in (Lebesgue) mea-
sure as one desires. Indeed, given ε > 0, choose Z := R \
⋃
∞
n=1(qn −
ε
2n+1 , qn +
ε
2n+1 ),
where (qn) is an enumeration of Q.
In the case of Pringsheim-singular functions, we have not been able to obtain a cha-
racterization of zero-sets. Nevertheless, at least discrete sets are among such zero-sets.
Proposition 3.7. Let Z be a subset of R without accumulation points. Then there
exists a function f ∈ PS such that Zf = Z.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 3.5, take a bounded member of PS, as for
instance the function g(x) =
∑
∞
n=1 b
1−n
n sin(bnx) given in Section 1 (with the bn’s large,
as described there). Then the translated function h(x) := g(x) + 1 + sup
R
|g| is also
Pringsheim-singular and Zh = ∅. According to Proposition 3.1, there exists an entire
function ϕ : R → R having zeros exactly at the points of Z. Define the function
f : R→ R by
f := h · ϕ.
Plainly, f ∈ C∞ and Zf = Z. All that should be proved if that R(f, x0) = 0 for
any given x0 ∈ R; recall that R(f, x0) = (lim supn→∞ |f
(n)(x0)/n!|
1/n)−1. In order to
achieve this, we invoke the theory of formal power series, which can be found, for instance
in [15, Chap. 1]. Since the zeros of a nonzero analytic function are isolated, we have that
either ϕ(x0) 6= 0 or x0 is a zero of ϕ of certain (finite) order. Altogether, there is
N ∈ N0 and ψ analytic in R (in fact, entire) such that ψ(x0) 6= 0 (hence ψ(x) 6= 0 for
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all x in some neighborhood J of x0) and f(x) = (x − x0)Nψ(x)h(x) for all x ∈ R.
Then
h0(x) = f(x) ·
1
ψ(x)
for all x ∈ J,
where we have set h0(x) := (x − x0)
Nh(x). Assume, by way of contradiction, that
R(f, x0) > 0. Since 1/ψ is analytic at x0, we get R(1/ψ, x0) > 0. According to the
theory of formal power series, we obtain R(h0, x0) = R(f ·(1/ψ), x0) > 0. But R(h, x0) =
R(h0, x0), because
h
(n)
0 (x0)
n! =
h(n−N)(x0)
(n−N)! for all n ≥ N . Therefore R(h, x0) > 0, which is
absurd. 
Remark 3.8. Observe that the following is obtained from the last proof: If f ∈ PSZ ,
then ϕ · f ∈ PSZ for any nonzero entire function ϕ : R→ R.
4. Large algebras of singular functions
In the above section, we were able to prescribe the set Zf of zeros of a function f
satisfying special properties. However, there is no hope to find a large linear space M of
functions R→ R with exactly the same prescribed subset of zeros for all f ∈M \ {0}.
Proposition 4.1. Let Z ⊂ R and M be a linear space of functions f : R→ R such that
Zf = Z for all f ∈M \ {0}. Then dim (M)≤ 1.
Proof. The case Z = R is trivial. Assume that Z 6= R and f, g ∈ M are linearly
independent and choose any x0 6∈ Z. Then f(x0) 6= 0 6= g(x0). It follows that h :=
g(x0)f − f(x0)g ∈M \ {0} but h(x0) = 0, so Zh 6= Z. 
Although it is not possible to fix the exact set of zeros, we can expect that Z ⊂ Zf for
every f ∈M \ {0}. The following collection of theorems characterize the algebrability of
C∞Z and SZ . This improves and completes the results contained in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3.
Theorem 4.2. Let Z be a subset of R. The following properties are equivalent:
(a) Z is not dense in R.
(b) C∞Z 6= {0}.
If this is the case, then C∞Z is strongly c-algebrable.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows directly from Proposition 3.3. Now, take any
function f ∈ C∞Z \{0} and apply Lemma 2.4 with Ω = R, a = −1 and F = C
∞
Z (note that
f(Ω) is a non-degenerate interval, so it has some accumulation point). This furnishes a
free c-generated algebra B ⊂ C∞. Moreover, each generating function erf(x)−1 vanishes
on Z, so each member of B also does. In other words, B ⊂ C∞Z , which proves the
theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. Let Z be a subset of R. The following properties are equivalent:
(a) Z is nowhere dense in R.
(b) SZ 6= ∅.
If this is the case, then SZ is strongly c-algebrable.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows directly from Proposition 3.5. Let us prove
the strong c-algebrability of SZ . Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.2, take any function
f ∈ SZ and apply Lemma 2.4 with Ω = R, a = −1 and F = SZ . This provides a free
c-generated algebra B ⊂ C∞ all of whose members vanish on Z.
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It remains to prove that every F ∈ B \ {0} belongs to S. Observe that such an F
has the form
F = Q ◦ f,
where Q(x) = P (er1x − 1, . . . , erpx − 1), P is a nonzero polynomial without constant
term and r1, . . . , rp ∈ H , so that r1, . . . , rp are positive and linearly Q-independent.
Then Q is not identically zero (see the proof of Lemma 2.4). Therefore Q is analytic
in R and nonconstant. Hence the set ZQ′ = {x ∈ R : Q′(x) = 0} has no accumulation
points, so it is countable. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that F 6∈ S. Since the set
of analyticity points is open, there is an open interval J where F is analytic. Since
f cannot be constant on any non-degenerate interval, the image f(J) is again a non-
degenerate interval. Therefore f(J) \ ZQ′ 6= ∅. Consequently, there is x0 ∈ J such that
Q′(f(x0)) 6= 0. Hence (see [15, Chap. 1]) there are open intervals C and D such that
f(x0) ∈ C ⊂ f(J), F (x0) ∈ D ⊂ F (J), Q : C → D is bijective and Q−1 : D → C
is analytic. But f = Q−1 ◦ F on the open set f−1(C) (which is nonempty because it
contains x0). Finally, the composition of analytic functions is also analytic, so f should
be analytic at x0. This is the desired contradiction. 
Concerning the family PS, we have done several findings, but they are not as far-
reaching as those obtained for S.
Theorem 4.4. (a) If Z is a subset of R without accumulation points then PSZ is
maximal lineable in C∞.
(b) The set PS is maximal dense-lineable in C∞.
Proof. (a) According to Proposition 3.7, there exists f ∈ PS such that Zf = Z. In
particular, f ∈ PSZ and, by Remark 3.8, ϕf ∈ PSZ for each nonzero ϕ ∈ E := {entire
functions}. Then the vector space M := {ϕf : ϕ ∈ E} is contained in PSZ ∪ {0}. Now,
it is well known that dim(E) = c (for instance, the exponentials x 7→ ecx, c > 0, are
linearly independent). From this and the fact that neither a nonzero entire function ϕ
nor f can vanish on a somewhere dense set it follows that dim(M) = c = dim(C∞), as
required.
(b) Taking Z = ∅ in part (a) yields the existence of a function f ∈ PS having no zeros
such that the vector space M = {ϕf : ϕ ∈ E} is contained in PS ∪ {0}. Since the
polynomials form a dense subset of C∞ and are contained in E , we obtain that E is
dense in C∞. Therefore M = f · E is dense in f · C∞. But f · C∞ = C∞ because f lacks
zeros. Altogether, we get that M is a dense c-dimensional linear subspace of PS, which
proves (b). 
Remark 4.5. Part (b) of the last theorem is known for complex-valued smooth functions
on R [13, Theorem 4.7(c)], but not (as far as we know) for real functions.
In the next and final theorem, algebrability (in a rather high degree) is obtained for the
family of smooth functions having Pringsheim singularities at almost all (in a topological
sense) points of R. To be more precise, we consider the family
P˜S := {f ∈ C∞ : exists an open dense set G = G(f) such that f
has a Pringsheim singularity at each point of G}. (3)
Notice that each set G(f) in (3), being open and dense, is also residual in R. Notice
also that PS ⊂ P˜S ⊂ S, where the first inclusion is obtained by taking G(f) = R and
the second one follows from the fact that the points where a function is analytic is open.
Then the following result improves part (c) of Theorem 2.2.
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Theorem 4.6. The set P˜S is densely strongly c-algebrable in C.
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 4.3, take any function f ∈ PS and apply
Lemma 2.4 with Ω = R, a = 0 and F = P˜S. This provides a free c-generated algebra
B ⊂ C∞.
It must be shown that every F ∈ B\{0} belongs to P˜S. To this end, we follow closely
the proof of Theorem 4.3. Such a function F has the form F = Q ◦ f , where Q(x) =
P (er1x, . . . , erpx), P is a nonzero polynomial without constant term and r1, . . . , rp ∈ H ,
so that r1, . . . , rp are positive and linearly Q-independent. This forces Q to be not
identically zero. Therefore Q is analytic in R and nonconstant. Hence the set ZQ′ =
{x ∈ R : Q′(x) = 0} has no accumulation points. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that
F 6∈ P˜S. Then there exists an open interval J such that R(F, x) > 0 for all x ∈ J . Since
f is continuous but it cannot be constant on any non-degenerate interval, the image f(J)
is again a non-degenerate interval. Therefore f(J) \ ZQ′ 6= ∅. Consequently, there is
x0 ∈ J such that Q′(f(x0)) 6= 0. Now, we invoke again the theory of formal power series.
There are open intervals C and D such that f(x0) ∈ C ⊂ f(J), F (x0) ∈ D ⊂ F (J),
Q : C → D is bijective and Q−1 : D → C is analytic. In particular, R(Q−1, F (x0)) > 0.
But R(F, x0) > 0 (because x0 ∈ J) and f = Q−1◦F in a neighborhood of x0. Therefore
the formal Taylor series of f at x0 is the composition of the formal Taylor series of Q
−1
and f at F (x0) and x0, respectively. It follows (see [15, Chap. 1]) that R(f, x0) > 0,
which contradicts the fact f ∈ PS.
Finally, as in [5, Section 6], we use a version of the Stone–Weierstrass theorem (see,
e.g., [28]) to prove the density of the algebra B in C. According to this theorem, if for
given distinct points x1, x2 ∈ R one could find ϕ, ψ ∈ B such that ϕ(x1) 6= 0 and
ψ(x1) 6= ψ(x2), then one would have the desired density. But this is easily achieved just
by choosing ϕ(x) = ψ(x) = ef(x). Indeed, the property ϕ(x1) 6= 0 is evident, and the
required second inequality is feasible because x 7→ ex is injective and the function f
can be chosen to be injective as well. For this, suffice it to choose a strictly positive
h ∈ PS (like the one in the beginning of the proof of Proposition 3.7) and then to select
f(x) :=
∫ x
0
h(t) dt. The proof is concluded. 
Remark 4.7. One may wonder whether the inclusions PS ⊂ P˜S ⊂ S are strict. The
answer is positive, but in fact most singularities of a nowhere analytic function are Pring-
sheim. Indeed, a result published by Zahorski [31] in 1947 establishes the exact structure
of the set of these singularities. Namely, if for each f ∈ C∞ we call PS(f) = {x ∈ R : x
is a Pringsheim singularity for f} and CS(f) = {x ∈ R \PS(f) : f is not analytic at x}
(the set of “Cauchy singularities” of f) then, given two subsets A, B ⊂ R, we have that
there exists f ∈ C∞ such that PS(f) = A and CS(f) = B if and only if A is a Gδ
subset, B is an Fσ subset of the first category, A ∪B is closed and A ∩B = ∅. Conse-
quently, if f ∈ S then PS(f) ∪CS(f) = R and, therefore, PS(f) is a dense Gδ subset,
hence residual. Despite this, choosing (A = R \ {0}, B = {0}) and (A = R \ Q, B = Q)
provides, respectively, functions f ∈ P˜S \ PS and f ∈ S \ P˜S.
Remark 4.8. In [8] the authors study the genericity of S in a measure-theoretic sense.
In fact, this kind of genericity as well as the residuality in C∞ are shown to be true for the
smaller family NG of nowhere Gevrey differentiable functions. By definition, a function
f ∈ C∞ belongs to NG provided that, for every (x0, s, δ, C, h) ∈ R×(1,+∞)×(0,+∞)3,
there exists (x, n) ∈ (x0 − δ, x0 + δ)× N0 such that
|f (n)(x)| > C hn(n!)s.
10 BERNAL AND CALDERO´N
In [7] Bastin et al. established that NG is densely c-algebrable in C∞. As a matter of
fact, NG is strongly c-algebrable (see [1, Chap. 2]). In particular, this result covers part
(b) and complements part (c) of Theorem 2.2.
We want to finish this paper by listing a collection of open questions:
A. Is PS (strongly c-) algebrable?
B. In view of Theorems 2.2(c) and 4.6, is PS densely strongly c-algebrable in C?
Do these density properties hold with respect to the space C∞?
C. For appropriate sets Z, are SZ and PSZ densely (strongly) algebrable in CZ
(or better, in C∞Z )?
D. In the same vein, what can be said about lineability properties of NGZ := {f ∈
NG : Z ⊂ Zf}?
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